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2n, 2n, and 2n/2 operations respectively.The pioneering work of Merkle and Damgård [7,27] showed how to constructa secure hash function from a compression function h that has a �xed-lengthinput, consisting of a chaining variable and a message extract, and gives a �xed-length output. A variety of interesting results [8,12,13] have provided a greaterunderstanding of the Merkle-Damgård approach to the serial application of sucha compression function.Generally speaking, there are two popular approaches to building a com-pression function for use in a crytographic hash function. The �rst is to use acompression function of a dedicated design while the second is to build a com-pression function around an established, and trusted, block cipher. While mostwidely-deployed hash functions [30,37] use a compression function of dedicateddesign, recent attacks [39,40] have demonstrated that there is much to learn.Instead, there is now much renewed interest in using a block cipher as the basisfor a compression function.It might be argued that the compression functions of common dedicatedhash functions such as MD5 [37] and SHA-1 [30] are built on block ciphers; byAppeared in X. Lai and K. Chen (Ed.): ASIACRYPT 2006, LNCS 4284, pp. 315�331.c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2006



removing the feed-forward from compression functions in the MD-family we areleft with a reversible component that can be used as a block cipher (such asSHACAL [9] in the case of SHA-1). But these block ciphers cannot be a�ordedthe same level of trust as the leading standardised block ciphers [29,31], andinstead block cipher-based hash functions are traditionally viewed as techniquesto build a secure compression function from a trusted and standardised cipher.Much progress on using block ciphers in this way has already been made. Blacket al [2] built on the work of Preneel [32] to present a range of secure 2n- to n-bit compression functions built around an n-bit block cipher that takes an n-bitkey. Among these are the well-known Davies-Meyer, Matyas-Meyer-Oseas, andMiyaguchi-Preneel constructions. We therefore have many secure compressionfunctions in hand whose chaining variable is the same size as the block size.However, a hash function built on a compression function with n bits of outputcan only o�er a security level of at most 2n/2 operations. Since a security levelof 2128 bits is often desired, we need to construct compression functions withoutputs of at least 256 bits, a requirement that cannot be immediately met bythe standardised block ciphers in hand.Our di�culties begin, therefore, when we try to build secure compressionfunctions whose output size is greater than the block size of the underlyingblock cipher. This is not a new problem and there has been mixed success in con-structing 2n-bit hash functions from an n-bit block cipher [4,5,14,19,21,33,35].While limitations have been identi�ed in many constructions [14], Hirose [10] hasdemonstrated the security of a family of double block-length hash functions us-ing two independent block ciphers with key length twice the block length. This isa property shared by aes-256 [29] and idea [20] among others with a particularinstance of this construction being the long-standing abreast-dm [19].While the case of block ciphers provided the initial motivation for our work,our results are essentially about compression functions. In this paper we explorethe problem of combining compression functions that we know to be secure.These smaller compression functions can be of any type�dedicated, numbertheoretic, block cipher-based�and our aim is to build a secure compressionfunction with a longer chaining variable. Thus the results are broader than blockcipher-based hashing, though this is where there is an immediate, practical, andat times surprising, impact. The paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 weestablish the framework and we make some initial observations in Section 3. Afterdiscussing some generic attacks in Section 4, we derive criteria for combiningcompression functions in Section 5 and demonstrate a range of impossibilityresults and potential constructions in Section 6. We then draw our conclusionsand highlight opportunities for future work.2 Notation and ModelIn this paper we consider building larger compression functions from smallertrusted ones. We will assume that the underlying secure compression functionshave k inputs of n bits and that the output is n bits in length. Details on theAppeared in X. Lai and K. Chen (Ed.): ASIACRYPT 2006, LNCS 4284, pp. 315�331.c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2006



construction of secure compression functions will not be important to our results.However, in the speci�c case of a block cipher with equal key and block size wehave k = 2, while for a key size twice the block size we have k = 3. We could alsouse a compression function based on a tweaked block cipher [3,23] or a dedicateddesign (if we were willing to claim their security as secure compression functions)and we might then have k > 3 depending on the sizes of the chaining variableand message input. This �exible approach was pursued by Knudsen and Preneelin a series of papers [16,17,18].This work is not a proof oriented paper, so we follow [18]: a collision resis-tant hash function or compression function outputing n bits is called ideal ifthe best algorithm to �nd a collision is a brute-force collision search; such anattack requires on average Θ(2n/2) evaluations of the hash function. Similarly, apreimage (resp. 2nd-preimage) resistant hash function or compression functionwith n-bit output is called ideal if the best algorithm to �nd a preimage (resp.
2nd-preimage) is a brute-force preimage (resp. 2nd-preimage) search; such anattack requires on average Θ(2n) evaluations of the hash function.
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Fig. 1. The compression function h built from t compression functions f (i) each taking
k inputs of n bits and delivering an n-bit output. m stands for message and cv forchaining variable.In our constructions we will use t ideal n-bit compression functions to con-struct a secure compression function h that compresses (m + c)n bits to cn bits.One important aspect to what follows in this paper is that we require the t in-ternal ideal compression functions to act independently. Exactly how these areinstantiated is outside the scope of this paper, but it is an important issue inpractice. It is, however, an issue that has been addressed before and, under theAppeared in X. Lai and K. Chen (Ed.): ASIACRYPT 2006, LNCS 4284, pp. 315�331.c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2006



assumption that the underlying block cipher is good, we can enforce indepen-dence of the fundamental compression functions by �xing bits of the underlying�keys� to distinct values [18] or by using constants [11] to diversify the �keys�used in the compression function.We will describe the inputs (resp. outputs) to the internal component com-pression functions as internal inputs (resp. internal outputs). These are distin-guished from the external inputs and external outputs to the larger compressionfunction h that we are trying to build. The m + c inputs to h, each of n bits,will be denoted by hm.in
1 , . . ., hm.in

m , hcv.in
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c and we denote the c n-bitoutput blocks by hcv.out
1 , . . ., hcv.out

c .The internal inputs will be derived as a linear combination of the externalinputs to h, and we will derive the output from h as a linear combination of theinternal outputs from the t ideal compression functions. Thus, the kt inputs tothe internal compression functions f
(i)
j (1 ≤ i ≤ t and 1 ≤ j ≤ k) will be linearfunctions of the external inputs and for each compression function f (i) we have
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c )T .where Ai is a (k · n × (m + c) · n) binary matrix, consisting of (n × n) blockswhich are either zero or the identity matrix, corresponding to the compressionfunction f (i). Taken together, such matrices de�ne a mixing layer among theinputs to the t compression functions and we call this the input layer. Similarly,the external outputs from h are any linear combination of the t compressionfunction outputs. This is the output layer and for the external outputs hcv.out
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out).where B is a (c·n×t·n) binary matrix, consisting of (n×n) blocks which are eitherzero or the identity matrix. This is illustrated in Figure 1. Note that we allowthe possibility of a feedforward of the external inputs around the compressionfunctions. We actually ignore this feature in the remainder of the paper, sincewe observe that incorporating a feedforward according to Figure 1 does not helpprevent the attacks we consider in this paper.We also recall the established fact [19,25] that�. . . applying any simple (in both directions) invertible transformationto the input and to the output of the hash round function yields a newhash round function with the same security as the original one. �We accept that such invertible transformations may well be applied to the ex-ternal inputs and outputs of h before the input layer and after the output layer.But since they can have no cryptanalytic e�ect we ignore them.Appeared in X. Lai and K. Chen (Ed.): ASIACRYPT 2006, LNCS 4284, pp. 315�331.c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2006



Finally, we emphasize that we have restricted ourselves to parallel construc-tions where we compute f
(i)
out as a linear combination of the external inputs. Thisis a natural limitation that encompasses most previously established schemesand o�ers obvious performance bene�ts in hardware implementation. We alsonote that the structural observations of Joux [12], Dean [8], and Kelsey andSchneier [13], do not relate to the task of building a larger compression functionfrom a layer of parallel compression functions, but only to the usual Merkle-Damgård iteration of the �nal compression function that results.3 First ObservationsOur model for combining compression functions is both natural and powerful.To illustrate we might consider some of the more prominent block cipher-basedcompression functions, and Appendix A shows how the compression function ofMDC-2 �ts our framework with parameters c = 2, t = 2, k = 2, and m = 1 (thetwo internal compression functions being Matyas-Meyer-Oseas constructions),while the schemes proposed by Nandi et al. [28] have (c, t, k, m) parameter sets

(2, 3, 2, 1) and (2, 3, 3, 2). Other schemes with appropriate parameters are pro-vided below. Name c t k m Cryptanalysismdc-2 [5] 2 2 2 1 [32]pbgv [33] 2 2 2 2 [19]abreast-dm [19] 2 2 3 1 -parallel-dm [21] 2 2 2 2 [14]Hirose family [10] 2 2 3 1 -Nandi et al. N1 [28] 2 3 2 1 [15]Nandi et al. N2 [28] 2 3 3 2 [15]Like other compression function-based work, we cover instances where theunderlying block cipher has di�erent block and key lengths. However, unlikemany previous constructions, we consider using t internal compression functionsto derive c blocks of output with t ≥ c. This allows us to make a fundamentaldistinction between previous work and that presented in this paper.We identify the size of the output chaining variable that is required, andhence the number of output blocks c. Then, by considering established attacks,we achieve bounds on t that give us the minimum number of compression func-tions required to achieve the desired security level. We achieve this by a suitableanalysis of the output layer. Our goal is to derive schemes that o�er an optimallevel of security of 2nc work e�ort for preimage attacks and 2
nc

2 for collisionattacks. This nicely complements the work of Knudsen and Preneel [16,17,18],where the security of potentially non-optimal constructions is analysed via con-sideration of the input layer.First, we observe the following series of implications. Given a set of param-eters (c, t, k, m) for some construction, we use (c, t, k, m) ∈ S to denote that aAppeared in X. Lai and K. Chen (Ed.): ASIACRYPT 2006, LNCS 4284, pp. 315�331.c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2006



construction with ideal collision resistance with these parameters exists and weuse (c, t, k, m) 6∈ S to denote the fact that no such scheme can exist for thisparameter set.Implications 1 Given c, t, k, and m all ≥ 1, we have the following four setsof pairwise equivalent implications:
(c, t, k, m) 6∈ S ⇒ (c, t, k, m + 1) 6∈ S (c, t, k, m + 1) ∈ S ⇒ (c, t, k, m) ∈ S

(c, t, k, m) ∈ S ⇒ (c, t, k + 1, m) ∈ S (c, t, k + 1, m) 6∈ S ⇒ (c, t, k, m) 6∈ S

(c, t, k, m) ∈ S ⇒ (c, t + 1, k, m) ∈ S (c, t + 1, k, m) 6∈ S ⇒ (c, t, k, m) 6∈ S

(c, t, k, m) 6∈ S ⇒ (c + 1, t, k, m) 6∈ S (c + 1, t, k, m) ∈ S ⇒ (c, t, k, m) ∈ S.Justi�cation: Suppose that there exists a secure design with parameter set
(c, t, k, m). If we replace one message block by a constant then we still have asecure scheme. Thus the �rst implications are true. If we can use one additionalinput for every inner compression function, then we can use them so that nonehas any in�uence over the output. Thus, the second set of implications are true.If we have an additional compression function, we can still build a secure schemeby simply ignoring it. Thus the third set of implications is true. The �nal im-plications re�ect the natural conjecture that constructing an ideal compressionfunction of output size c + 1 blocks is harder than constructing an ideal com-pression function of output size c blocks. utThe above implications are simple but useful. For MDC-2 the correspondingparameter set is (2, 2, 2, 1); a double block-length construction using two com-pression functions, each taking two equal-sized inputs (key and message) and pro-cessing one message block at each iteration. As shown in Section 4, (2, 2, 2, 1) 6∈ S.Yet, there has been much e�ort in building schemes with a better rate, i.e. hash-ing more than one message at each iteration, for which one corresponding param-eter set would be (2, 2, 2, 2). But we have that (2, 2, 2, 1) 6∈ S ⇒ (2, 2, 2, 2) 6∈ Sand such e�orts cannot succeed3.4 Generic AttacksIn this section we consider two attacks that have been used in the literature. Bygeneralising these attacks we are able to make statements about the impossibilityof certain constructions. More importantly, we extract criteria for the successfuldesign of a compression function with an intended level of security.4.1 Attack method: dfThe �rst generic attack depends on what we term the number of degrees offreedom. It resembles the classic divide-and-conquer strategy from other crypt-analytic �elds and can be applied to many proposals. The idea is to isolate, and3 To avoid any confusion we emphasize that the double block-length construction ofHirose [10] has parameter set (2, 3, 2, 1) since it uses a block cipher with a key thatis twice the block size.Appeared in X. Lai and K. Chen (Ed.): ASIACRYPT 2006, LNCS 4284, pp. 315�331.c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2006



attack, a linear combination of the output blocks but to keep at least one externalinput block free from conditions. Then, the free input can be determined sepa-rately at the end of the attack. Attacks on MDC-2 provide a good example [32]and an equivalent representation of MDC-2 is provided in Figure 3. To �nd apreimage, one can attack the two branches independently. Finding a preimagefor one branch will �x two inputs to the overall compression function and sincewe have three external inputs M , H1, and H2 there remains one external inputfree, i.e. one degree of freedom. Thus, we can independently use the free inputto obtain a preimage for the other branch by brute force. The attack has worke�ort proportional to 2n operations instead of the intended 22n. A collision at-tack works in a corresponding way. Consideration of this attack gives some ofthe bounds in [16,17,18]. We use it again here.4.2 Attack method: mulThe second attack uses multi-collisions and multi-preimages and is describedin [36,15]. Similar considerations were used in a di�erent way in [18]. For theattack to be successful, the compression function must satisfy several structuralconditions. First, the attacker identi�es a linear combination Z of the externaloutputs of h that depends on a non-empty set GZ of compression functions
{f (i)}. Next, the attacker identi�es two external input blocks X and Y . Theexternal input X should in�uence the internal inputs to a subset GX of thecompression functions in GZ . Similarly the external input block Y should in�u-ence the internal inputs to a subset, GY , of the compression functions in GZ . Itis important to identify X and Y (and hence GX and GY ) so that GX ∩GY = ∅.We now describe the attack in terms of �nding preimages. The attacker �xesvalues to all the external input blocks except the previously identi�ed inputs Xand Y . Then, each value of X (resp. Y ) is used to generate an internal outputvalue for each f (i) in GX (resp. GY ). Thus, the attacker e�ectively compiles twolists LX and LY each containing 2n elements where, for every possible value of
X and Y , all the internal outputs of the set of {f (i)} in GX and GY are stored.Using Wagner's technique [38] these two lists can be joined in 2n operations toobtain a third list LZ that contains all (X, Y ) (with X ∈ LX and Y ∈ LY )yielding the target image for the external output block. Since LX and LY bothhave almost 2n elements, we expect LZ to contain almost 2n elements.At this stage we have found 2n preimages to one external output block ata cost proportional to 2n operations. If h has c output blocks, then an entryin the list Lz will give a good preimage for all c external output blocks with aprobability of 2−(c−1)n. Thus, we repeat this procedure for 2(c−2)n allocationsof the m + c − 2 input variables distinct from x and y in order to �nd a validpreimage with a probability close to 1. The attack requires 2(c−1)·n operationsinstead of 2c·n in the ideal case. The collision attack works in a similar fashion.Appeared in X. Lai and K. Chen (Ed.): ASIACRYPT 2006, LNCS 4284, pp. 315�331.c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2006



5 Security CriteriaThe compression function h that we wish to build takes m + c external inputblocks and each internal compression function f (i) takes k internal input blocks,de�ned by input matrices Ai. Since we can apply any invertible transformationto the inputs of h, the important criteria for the input layer is the dimensionof the vector space generated by columns of the matrices Ai. This is alreadyexplored in existing work [14]. Considering the results in Section 4, we can makethe following observations.� To prevent attack df, every external output block hcv.out
i must depend onall external input blocks hm.in

1 , . . ., hm.in
m , hcv.in

1 , . . ., hcv.in
c no matter whichinvertible transformations of the external inputs and outputs are used.� We say that an identi�ed pair of external input blocks is a pair (A, B) where

A and B both appear within the internal inputs to some f (i). (For example,with f (i)(A, B⊕C), the identi�ed pairs (A, B), (A, C), and (B, C) appear in
f (i).) Then, in order to prevent attack mul, every possible pair of external in-put blocks must appear as an identi�ed pair for every invertible combinationof external output blocks hcv.out

i . This applies, no matter which invertibletransformations of the external inputs and outputs are used.We now consider the secure combination of independent compression functions.5.1 Deriving valid parameter setsRather than using the identi�ed attacks and their generalisations to break spe-ci�c proposals, we use them to derive general lower bounds on the number ofsmaller ideal compression functions needed to derive a larger ideal compres-sion function. More precisely, for a set of k-input secure compression functions,i.e. compressing kn to n bits, we ascertain the minimum number tmin of com-pression functions required to build a secure compression function producing cnbits, since they must resist df and mul attacks. To do this, we adopt a two-phaseapproach. First we establish a bound d on the number of compression functionswe require when considering any single linear combination of the c output blocks.We then derive a bound tmin on the minimum number of compression functionsthat are required when simultaneously considering all c output blocks in thechaining variable (see Table 1).Initial bounds on d. First, we consider attack df and we observe that sinceeach compression function takes k input blocks, and that there are m+c externalinput blocks to h, then we must have at least dm+c
k e compression functions. Thus,every external output block depends on at least dm+c

k e internal output blocks.This is required for every linear combination of the external outputs and so wehave d ≥ dm+c
k e.Appeared in X. Lai and K. Chen (Ed.): ASIACRYPT 2006, LNCS 4284, pp. 315�331.c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2006



Table 1. The minimum number tmin of compression functions required to resist dfand mul attacks, for parameter set (c, tmin, k, m).Parameters Basic Bounds Improved
c k m d tmin d tmin2 2 1 2 3 3 52 2 2 2 3 3 52 3 1 1 2 - -2 3 2 2 3 3 53 2 1 2 4 3 63 2 2 3 6 4 73 3 1 2 4 3 63 3 2 2 4 3 64 2 1 3 7 4 84 2 2 3 7 4 84 3 1 2 5 3 74 3 2 2 5 3 7Improved bounds on d. By considering attack df we can derive the basicbounds on d given above. However a generic analysis allows us to improve on thisbound by ensuring that a proposed con�guration of compression functions alsoresists attack mul. While the style of analysis is generic and can be reused fordi�erent parameter sets, it is most easily described by reference to one particularinstance.Suppose that we consider the parameter set given by m + c = 3 and k = 2with A, B, and C denoting the three n-bit inputs to the compression function.Our basic bound gives d ≥ 2, so here we assume that d = 2. Suppose that anexternal output block hcv.out

i , or more generally a linear combination Z of oneor more output blocks, is bound to only two compression functions f1 and f2.Then we have that Z = f1(X1, X2)⊕ f2(X3, X4) where X1, X2, X3, and X4 arelinear combinations of A, B, and C.The rank of the vector space 〈X1, X2, X3, X4〉 spanned by X1, . . ., X4 must beequal to three since otherwise attack df would apply. Therefore, one can extractfrom 〈X1, X2, X3, X4〉 three elements which together form a basis of 〈A, B, C〉.Without loss of generality, we assume that 〈X1, X2, X3〉 = 〈A, B, C〉 and thereexist binary coe�cients αi so that X4 = α1A ⊕ α2B ⊕ α3C. We cannot have
α1 or α2 equal to zero, since otherwise the pairs (A, C) and (B, C) would notbe encountered in either f1 or f2 and the attack mul would apply. So we canassume without loss of generality, that α1 = 1 and α2 = 1. If we now applythe invertible change of variables A′ = A ⊕ B, B′ = B, and C′ = C, Z canbe rewritten as Z = f1(A

′ ⊕ B′, B′) ⊕ f2(C
′, A′ ⊕ α3C

′). Since (B′, C′) is notencountered in either f1 or f2, then the attack mul applies. Thus d ≥ 3. Notethat such reasoning also applies when m + c ≥ 3, thus if m + c ≥ 3 and k = 2we have d ≥ 3.Appeared in X. Lai and K. Chen (Ed.): ASIACRYPT 2006, LNCS 4284, pp. 315�331.c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2006



This style of reasoning allows us to improve most of the bounds on d byconsidering the applicability of the second generic attackmul. The sole exceptionis the parameter set c = 2, k = 3, and m = 1 which corresponds to the provablysecure scheme of Hirose and will be discused in Section 6.2.Initial bounds on t. We now turn bounds on d into bounds on the minimumnumber of compression functions that must be used, tmin. While any linear com-bination of the c external outputs must depend on at least d inner compressionfunctions, a bound on the minimal number tmin of compression functions is notimmediate. Here we derive a value for t independently of the analysis needed toderive d.In the simple case that c = 2 a combinatorial style of reasoning can be usedand this shows that tmin ≥ 3d
2 if d is even and tmin ≥ 3(d−1)

2 + 2 otherwise.However a more �exible approach, scaling better to larger parameters, uses ananalogy with coding theory.Consider vectors of t elements (corresponding to the number of internal com-pression functions) and attach to each external output block hc.out
i a vector viwhose value is determined by whether an internal compression function in�u-ences hcv.out

i . If compression function f (j) is active in hcv.out
i then set the jthentry of vi to 1, otherwise it has the value 0. For example, if t = 3 and forsome proposed construction only f (1) and f (3) are involved in hcv.out

i , then weset vi = (1, 0, 1).In turning our result on d into a constraint on tmin, we consider the problemof looking for a binary code of length t with minimal distance d and dimension
c. The Singleton bound yields c ≤ t− d + 1 and so t ≥ c + d− 1. The Hammingbound is tighter, but is more involved and given in Appendix B.Improved bounds on t. It is interesting to note that con�gurations withparticular features might allow a dedicated, and potentially tighter, analysisfor the bounds on t. An example is given in Appendix C. However since suchanalysis does not apply to the general model we have established, (it relies ona particular form to the input layer), we do not use it in the derivation of thebounds in Table 1.6 ConstructionsGiven a set of parameters (c, t, k, m) it is easy to use the newly establishedbounds to check whether, according to our criteria, the scheme is necessarilyinsecure. Turning this around, if one wants to build a scheme with some pre-de�ned c, k, and m then one can compute a lower bound tmin on the numberof internal compression functions that must be used, in a parallel con�gurationthat we consider in Figure 1.Appeared in X. Lai and K. Chen (Ed.): ASIACRYPT 2006, LNCS 4284, pp. 315�331.c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2006



6.1 Impossible constructionsUsing the bounds established in Section 5 we �rst consider interesting parametersets such as c ∈ {2, 3, 4}, k ∈ {2, 3}, and m ∈ {1, 2}. These correspond to caseswhere we aim to obtain double, triple, or quadruple block-length constructions,using a block cipher with key size the same or twice the block size, and processingeither one or two blocks of message.We use the bounds on d and once c, k, and m are chosen we search forthe smallest t that satisfy our bounds. We thus derive an integer tmin for theminimum number of independent compression functions that must be used in thespeci�ed construction. Note that a given tmin does not mean that secure schemeswith tmin inner compression functions necessarily exist. Rather, no secure schemecan exist with fewer independent compression functions of the stated type.Immediately there are interesting results and we note that secure schemeswith (c, t, k, m) parameters (2, 3, 2, 1) or (2, 3, 3, 2) are impossible. These cor-respond to the schemes of Nandi et al. [28]. Since our bounds are derived bygeneralising attacks on [28] we expect this to be the case. However, construc-tions using four inner compression functions, would still be insecure.Indeed, for the most natural case with c = 2, k = 2, and m = 1, the caseof des and aes-128, one must use at least �ve inner compression functions in aparallel framework to obtain a secure hash function o�ering 64-bit and 128-bitsecurity respectively. This is more than one might have expected. The case of aquadruple block-length output is even more dramatic. If one wished to design acompression function that used aes-128 as a building block but o�ered 256-bitsecurity, then one would be required to use at least eight parallel instantiationsof aes-128 to produce a secure compression function.6.2 Proposed constructionsFigure 2 shows a (2, 5, 2, 1)-scheme that is secure against the attacks consid-ered in this paper. Further research will determine whether other attacks apply.However, this scheme is one from a range of double block-length hash functionconstructions that might be instantiated with aes-128 or other block cipherswith identical block and key sizes. Note that this is the only such constructionthat remains uncompromised. Figure 2 also depicts a (2, 5, 3, 2)-construction thatresists our generic attacks, meets our bound, and could be instantiated with aes-256 or a cipher like idea (or even two-key triple-des) with a key length twicethe block length. The parameter set (2, 2, 3, 1) is covered by Hirose.A particularly simple set of parameters satis�es k ≥ m + c when all exter-nal inputs can be accommodated within each internal compression function and
d = 1. Thus, we derive a secure compression function with t = c without re-quiring additional internal compression functions. We only need to ensure thatall external input blocks are used directly in every internal compression func-tion with any free internal inputs �xed to a constant value. Then every externaloutput needs to be bound to one, and only one, internal compression function.Hirose [10] has already studied members of this family of block cipher basedAppeared in X. Lai and K. Chen (Ed.): ASIACRYPT 2006, LNCS 4284, pp. 315�331.c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2006
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Fig. 2. A (2, 5, 2, 1) and a (2, 5, 3, 2) construction. For the �rst cosntruction each (in-dependent) inner compression function can be instantiated using a block cipher withequal key and block size. For the second construction, the key size is double the blocksize. M1, M2 are n-bit message blocks; H1, H2 are n-bit incoming chaining variableblocks and H ′

1, H ′

2 are n-bit output chaining variable blocks.hash functions and proved their security in both the random oracle model andin the ideal cipher model when the compression functions are instantiated usinga Davies-Meyer construction.7 ConclusionsIn this paper we have analyzed techniques to construct a larger compressionfunction by combining smaller, trusted, compression functions. By generalisingattacks in the literature, we are able to establish conditions on the type andnumber of components that are required to ensure that the constructions arenot vulnerable to a range of powerful and general attacks.This work has a direct and immediate application to the construction of blockcipher-based hash functions for which the length of the hash output is greaterthan the block size of the underlying block cipher. The most important conclu-sion to draw is that it is actually rather di�cult to use multiple instantiationsof a block cipher to build a secure compression function; or at least to do so ina particularly e�cient way. For example, when using aes-128 for double block-Appeared in X. Lai and K. Chen (Ed.): ASIACRYPT 2006, LNCS 4284, pp. 315�331.c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2006
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Appendix A: Some Established Constructions

H 01 H 02
A B C DA BCD H 01 H 02

A B C DA BCD
H2E1 E2H1

M1 H1 M1 M1 H2f (1) f (2)

H 01 H 02 H 01 H 02
H1 M1H2M1 H1 H2 H2 M1H1 H1 M2M1 H1 M2H2
N2N1

f (1) f (2) f (3) f (1) f (2) f (3)
Fig. 3. Mapping the compression functions of MDC-2 and Nandi et al. to our frame-work. Recall that simple invertible transformations such as a swap can be ignored [19].
M1, M2 are n-bit message blocks; H1, H2 are n-bit incoming chaining variable blocksand H ′

1, H ′

2 are n-bit output chaining variable blocks.Appendix B: The Hamming BoundWhile it is more di�cult to exploit, the Hamming bound is tighter than theSingleton bound. Here we give an improved version of the Hamming bound [24]:
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Parameters Bounds
c d Singleton Hamming2 1 2 22 2 3 32 3 4 53 2 4 43 3 5 63 4 6 74 2 5 54 3 6 74 4 7 8Appendix C: Preferred bounds on t in a restricted modelWhile the bounds derived in this appendix do not apply to the general model,it is interesting to see what can be achieved with some minor restrictions to thegeneral framework. Here we consider the impact of a simpli�ed input layer andwe assume that each of the kt internal inputs is one of the m+c external inputs.This is far more restrictive than the general case of a linear combination of theexternal inputs and so it is not surprising that we can derive better bounds.From the previous analysis we know that every possible pair of externalinputs must be present in at least one of the internal compression functionsinvolved in any linear combination of the external output blocks. We have NC =

(m+c)·(m+c−1)/2 di�erent pairs. In each internal compression function, we canhave at most NK = k · (k−1)/2 pairs present. Each of the Nc pairs must appearin at least c di�erent internal compression functions since otherwise there wouldexist a linear combination of the external outputs which would involve none ofthese internal compression functions and attack mul would apply. We thus have:
t ≥

c · (m + c) · (m + c − 1)

k · (k − 1)
.This reasoning can also be applied to attack df since we have at most m + cdi�erent vectors as input to the internal compression functions. Each externalinput block must appear in at least c di�erent internal compression functions,otherwise some linear combinations of the external outputs would not dependon this external input block. We can put k blocks in one inner function and thuswe have:

t ≥
c · (m + c)

k
.These bounds are often much better than the general case and illustate theimportance of the input layer. A weak input layer can dramatically increase theminimum number of compression functions required for a secure construction.Appeared in X. Lai and K. Chen (Ed.): ASIACRYPT 2006, LNCS 4284, pp. 315�331.c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2006


